ORGANIZED PLAY - PLAYER RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Players may not sign-up their own group. (scheduler assigns groups)

2. Players are assigned according to the rules.

3. Once a player signs-up, they are committed to play.

4. Player may remove their name before sign-up sheet is removed.

5. If sign-up sheet is removed, player must contact scheduler. (play schedule not posted)

6. After play schedule is posted, player must find their own substitute.

7. Alternates must be the first to be used to substitute.

8. Player must notify scheduler and substitute & be posted on final court assignment.

9. Medical emergency by player, notify scheduler to arrange substitute.

10. All players are obligated to check play schedule 48 hours before play.

11. After final play schedule is posted, the open slot is available to others.

12. A player may not sign-up for more than two players.

13. When a player is a no-show, they are reported to scheduler and/or organized director

14. Penalty for no-show to be handled by organized coordinator.